In this paper, we address the problem of automatic extraction of discourse formulae. By discourse formulae (DF) we mean a special type of constructions at the discourse level, which have a fixed form and serve as a typical response in the dialogue. Unlike traditional constructions [4, 5, 6 ], they do not contain variables within the sequence; their slots can be found in the left-hand or right-hand statements of the speech act. We have developed the system that extracts DF from drama texts. We have compared token-based and clausebased approaches and found the latter performing better. The clause-based model involves a uniform weight vote of four classifiers and currently shows the precision of 0.30 and the recall of 0.73 (F1-score 0.42).The created module was used to extract a list of DF from 420 drama texts of XIX-XXI centuries [1, 7] . The final list contains 3000 DF, 1800 of which are unique. Further development of the project includes enhancing the module by extracting left context features and applying other models, as well as exploring what DF concept looks like in other languages.
Introduction
In the 20th century, a new integrated approach called discourse analysis [2, 3] appeared. It implied studying the language during communication in a specific social situation. The increasing interest in colloquial form of discourse resulted in the fact that conversational analysis became a separate field of knowledge. Scientists started to pay attention to the structure of dialogues and conversations. Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson [14] put forward the idea that the dialogue consists of adjacency pairs whose elements depend on each other. In other words, utterance A causes the emergence of utterance B following A. Subsequently, the dialogue structure turned out to be much more complicated than it had been thought to be initially, but the idea that there is an inventory of fixed utterances used in conversations was appealing, and these fixed utterances were called formulaic sequences. The range of formulaic sequences is extremely wide, and Jackendoff [9] shows that formulaic language is almost equal in size to the lexicon of separate words.
We have to say that the diversity of formulaic utterances caused the increasе in the number of terminological expressions, adding the new ones such as chunks, collocations, formulaic speech, multiword units, ready-made utterances, etc. [15] . Several types of such utterances, such as idioms and sayings, have been thoroughly described earlier, but others still need to be defined.
In this paper, we propose a new view on the origin of a particular type of formulaic sequences -discourse formulae. We define such utterances as a special type of constructions, which, unlike the traditional ones [4, 5, 6] , do not have variables within them their slots can be found in left-side or right-side statements of the speech act: Ničego sebe! (lit.: 'Nothing to oneself'), Nu ičto? (lit.: 'Come on and what?'), Esče by! (lit. 'more'), etc.
DF have a fixed form and serve as typical responses in the dialogue. We propose that discourse formulae are constructions at the discourse level. The inner form of this term can be explained by the discourse function of providing coherence in the dialogue, on the one hand, and by its fixed formulaic nature, on the other.
Although we can find the description of the cognate items in other approaches, we have observed that the class of DF is restricted and does not have a comparable equivalent in other linguistic theories. To describe DF, we need a representational list of such utterances for Russian language. The main features of DF are frequency of occurrence, fixed intonation pattern, and non-compositionality. DF predominantly include conjunctions, particles, and counterwords, and they represent a particular step in grammaticalization [8] . Their dependence on the previous speech act implies that they appear mostly in the beginning of the conversational turn. All these factors make DF available for automatic extraction.
Automatic DF extraction
In order to get a comprehensive list of DF, we implemented a system for automatic DF extraction. In the present paper, we compare two approaches to automatic DF extraction: clausebased and token-based models.
The quality is measured with the following metrics: precision, recall, and F1-score (a harmonic mean between precision and recall). In this case, recall is more important because it is required that the compiled list contain as many potential DF as possible, whereas false positives can be filtered out manually. We do not utilize accuracy because of a considerable class disbalance (only around 2% of tokens and pseudoclauses belong to DF class).
We trained both systems on 34 drama texts and tested them on 3 drama texts. For grammatical annotation of texts, we used package pymorphy2 for Python [11] . For classification, we used the classifiers implemented in the scikit-learn package for Python [13] .
All the texts were manually annotated: one part of the corpus was annotated by a group of annotators and then validated by the main annotator, and the other part of the texts was annotated solely by the main annotator. We considered as DF only those utterances that satisfy the following conditions:
1. The remark is a response to the verbal stimulus; 2. The isolated usage of the utterance is possible (as checked in RNC); 3. The utterance is not syntactically related to the rest of the statement; 4. The utterance does not function as a linking expression or as a reaction to one's own statement;
5. The remark predominantly consists of functional words, which increases the relevance of its pragmatic function; 6. The remark does not contain notional words that are semantically close to the words in the left context; 7. The sequence of remarks, separated by the punctuation mark other than final, is considered to be the connection of several DF if requirements 1-4 are met; 8. A remark can be classified as a DF if it is not located at the absolute beginning of the conversational turn but satisfies the requirements 1-4.
Token-based model
In the token-based model, the DF is extracted word by word by predicting the tag for each token. Here we include punctuation marks as tokens, since we believe that punctuation both in the context and in a DF may be significant. We use BILOU tags for marking the tokens, therefore, the task is a multiclass classification. The size of the training set is 426803 tokens, 7684 of which belong to DF, and the test set consists of 57354 tokens, 1509 of which belong to DF.
In this approach, we use few features but employ the context. For each target token, we use:
1. token text; 2. token POS tag; 3. FastText Skip-Gram 300-dimension vector of token lemma.
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We do not use FastText as a classifier, since we believe that using the explicit word context and POS tags is more effective in this case than word vectors only.
We also include text and a POS tag for five tokens to the left and five tokens to the right. Moreover, we include five previous target tags as features. The total number of features after one-hot encoding of the tokens is 482614, which exceeds even the number of objects. Therefore, the selection of relevant features may improve the performance. We conduct feature selection using Logistic Regression with L1 penalty and balanced class weight, which reduces the number of features to 5774. For prediction, we use Logistic Regression with L2 penalty and balanced class weight.
We have compared the performance of models trained on different feature sets. The results are presented in Table 1 . Text+POS+Target stands for features obtained from one-hot encoding of target word and context words and their POS tags. In +FastText feature set, FastText vector of target word is added. One more feature set is +Selection, which is a filtered version of +FastText set obtained via above-mentioned feature selection model. Maximum metrics values for each class are marked in bold.
Although these three models show similar prediction quality, the last one shows the best recall for all classes, which in our view is preferable. Therefore, further in this paper we use the model trained on selected features. As there is a certain pattern in the predictions (B I I L), and the DF sequence cannot be very long, model predictions should be corrected by rules. We have elaborated the following rules: 3. Delete all non-'O' sequences whose length exceeds 10.
The prediction quality obtained after the application of rules is shown in Table 2 . In this case, not all rules were applied. Rule 1 was not applied, Rule 2 was applied once. There was an 'I L I I' pattern in a predicted sequence, which was corrected to 'I L B I', thus correcting the split between two DF. However, the resulting two DF were too long and were correctly eliminated by Rule 3. Rule 3 was generally applied to more than 500 tokens, thus having a major impact on the result. (1) illustrates the Rule 3 case, where the whole sentence was incorrectly tagged as a DF probably due to its beginning.
(1) Nu chto, esli by u nas v Rossii bylo pobol'she takih, kotorye by tak mudro rassuzhdali?
'Well, if we had in Russia more of those who would reason so wisely?'
The benefit of applying rules in this case varies for different tags but the main improvement is the precision of 'I' prediction, which rose from 0.19 to 0.37.
Clause-based model
In this approach, the text is split into the elements that we call 'pseudoclauses'. By 'pseudoclauses' we mean segments between punctuation marks which roughly correspond to a clause. This approach may generate incorrect splits, e.g. it splits coordinated NPs, but it is quite suitable for our purpose. We do not expect punctuation marks to occur inside DF, while DF itself is separated from the rest of the speech act with a punctuation mark. Therefore, with our 'pseudoclause' concept, DF remain intact and are separated as a distinct item at the same time.
The training set consists of 100002 pseudoclauses, 2515 of which are DF, and the size of the test set is 13931 pseudoclauses, 337 of which are DF.
For each pseudoclause, we extract a number of features that correspond to a theoretical notion of DF. These features are: 2. length of a pseudoclause in words; 3. presence of an exclamation mark at the end of a pseudoclause; 4. presence of a question mark at the end of a pseudoclause; 5. presence of a predicate, by which we mean any token that was given a 'VERB' tag by pymorphy2 (only verbs in a personal form, not including infinitives, participles and gerunds); 6. presence of a verb in the imperative form; 7. presence of a subject, which is here defined as a noun in Nominative case agreeing with a verb in number, person, or gender; 8. presence of an object, which is here defined as a noun in Accusative case not preceeded by a preposition in a clause with a transitive verb; 9. position of a pseudoclause among the first three pseudoclauses in a conversational turn; 10. count of all parts of speech in the pseudoclase.
The task is binary classification as to whether a pseudoclause belongs to a DF class (1) or not (0). For prediction we use a uniform weight vote of four classifiers: Random Forest Classifier, Logistic Regression, Ridge Classifier, Support Vector Classifier. These four classifiers are chosen due to the presence of a class weight parameter and the performance quality. The hyperparameters are listed in Table 3 .
The vote gives a small improvement in prediction quality compared to the classifiers outside the ensemble (Table 4) Table 5 : Prediction quality of baseline and models trained on different feature sets
We also compared models trained on three feature subsets, with the one based on the whole feature set performing slightly better. The comparison is presented in Table 5 . 'Baseline' is a rule-based baseline, according to which each pseudoclause that belongs to the first three pseudoclauses in the conversational turn contains conjunctions or particles and ends with an exclamation or a question mark is a DF. 'NoText' refers to all features except text-based features (word and character n-grams), 'NoSelection' is a full feature set, and 'Selection' is the feature set selected from all features by Logistic Regression with L1 penalty.
Model comparison
The quality obtained for test drama texts shows that clause-based model outperforms tokenbased model significantly. In order to compare the two models, we brought BILOU prediction notation to a binary one, with B, I, L and U tags transformed to tag '1'. Table 6 shows the metrics values for a DF class. While precision is comparable, recall is much higher for the clause-based model. It may be accounted for by the presence of clausal features, such as presence of subject, object and predicate, POS tags count and pseudoclause length.
Discussion

False positives
Both token-based and clause-based algorithms erroneously assign DF label (1 in case of clausebased model and a sequence of tokens with BIL-pattern or a token with U label in case of tokenbased model) in cases of homonymy of a non-DF pseudoclause with DF. In the example below both models labeled the pseudoclause in bold as DF although in this case it is an introductory word: The algorithms make type I error when the features of semantic and syntactic context of a clause but not the form of a clause itself determines whether the clause belongs to the DF class. We suppose that adding features which characterize the presence and the type of syntactic relations between the target clause and its context will resolve the problem of homonymy and improve the quality of classification. For clause-based model, improving the clause segmentation algorithm could also be helpful.
False negatives
Lists of DF that were labeled as non-DF are mostly the same for token-based and clause based approach. Both models make type II error in cases of non-prototypical DF, which have features not generally typical of DF, such as:
• appearance at the end part of a conversational turn,
• increased length (4 tokens and more),
• complete syntax structure (subject and/or finite predicate),
• mostly tokens of notional parts of speech.
The DF in the example (4), labeled as non-DF by both algorithms (O for all tokens in case of token-based one), consists of 5 tokens, has subject and finite predicate and has tokens of notional parts of speech: (4) Eto vy zrja tak dumaete.
'You should not think like so'.
The fact that both models make mostly identical mistakes means that the feature set used for training is insufficient and needs to be extended.
Creation of the list
The created clause-based module was used to extract a list of DF from 420 drama texts of XIX-XXI centuries [1, 7] . Almost 10000 potential DF were extracted and then manually filtered. The final list contains 3000 DF, 1800 of which are unique. The list can be expanded by adding the normalized varieties of DF, which are created according to the regularities revealed in our research; the list then reaches 4000 units. The resulting DF can be included into the Constructicon database, which describes Russian constructions in a structured way [10] . At this stage, DF description will involve the research on DF pragmatic functions and semantic constraint on the left context. These features may contribute to the theoretical DF classification, which is the principal aim of the project.
Conclusion
The task of automatic DF extraction may be considered relatively complicated because of the need to formalize the theoretical features of the constructions under study, and this cannot be done in a straightforward way. Therefore, further development of the tool is mostly connected with feature extraction. The clause-based model could be enhanced by adding features based on distributional semantics as well as by including information about left context, as it contains a stimulus for the DF. The token-based model can probably be improved by the dependency parser output. Both models can probably benefit from employing neural networks, which require much larger training data and more computational resources.
Although the list of Russian DF has been compiled and manually processed, the question how to improve the models remains open, as further development of the project includes exploring DF concept in a typological perspective, which in its turn implies adjusting the automatic extraction tool to other languages.
